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EDITORIAL

The 19th issue of the HWorld, with a special focus on the month of Dul Hijjah, the 12th and final month of the Islamic calendar, also 
includes a special supplement for the very first time – dedicated to the Islamic Banking and Finance industry. This is to coincide with a 
very momentous occasion that recently took place, the inaugural Islamic Finance Forum of South Asia (“IFFSA”) which was held on 

26th and 27th of July 2016 at Hotel Ramada, an event in which HWorld was also privileged to be a part of. 

Since the first 10 days of this month are considered the most virtuous ten days of the year, we felt that the need of the hour is to 
remind ourselves of the many acts that our beloved Prophet  engaged in during his only Hajj pilgrimage. For those of us who do 
not have the privilege of embarking on the sacred pilgrimage this year, it is our sincere hope that some of the articles would serve as 
a reminder of the many acts of Ibaadah that we can engage in, so as to reap the immense benefits of these special days in the Islamic 

calendar.

We live in an age of many distractions and innovations. Therefore, we have to strive really hard to stay focussed and to remain 
steadfast in the path of righteousness. The HWorld, being a lifestyle magazine, will continuously endeavour to publish articles that 

articulate the practices that are in accordance with the Sunnah and the Quran. In addition, the lives of the Sahaba and the righteous 
predecessors also form an integral part of the inspiration for the articles published herein.

We hope that the IBF articles that are contained in the special supplement will shed some light and provide insights of the Islamic 
Finance industry, not just in Sri Lanka, but also the South Asian region. Featured prominently would also be profiles of the some of 

the visionaries that helped propel the industry to what it has become today; a strong and robust industry that serves the entire country, 
irrespective of religion or race. Many of these visionaries, not just from Sri Lanka but also in India, Pakistan, Maldives and beyond, 

were also formally recognised for the untiring efforts over the past several decades at a special Awards ceremony, which  followed the 
IFFSA.

Happy Reading and Eid Mubarak

“There is no wealth like knowledge, no poverty like ignorance.” 
Ali Abi Talib
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Thousands of years ago, the valley of Makah was a dry, uninhabited and a 
neglected desert land.  The story of Hajj begins simultaneously with man’s 
inhabiting the earth. It begins with the story of Adam  the original 
father of mankind.  He was banished, along with his wife Hawwa, from 
paradise for disobeying the command of Allah  , and eating from the 
forbidden fruit. As a result, they were sent down to planet Earth. Adam  
was deeply humbled and repentant after getting over the initial shock of the 
change of his new environment. He wandered around until he was guided 
to the holy spot which is also claimed to be the center of the Earth, Makkah; 
and he performed Sajadah (Prostration of devotion to Allah) and begged 
for forgiveness. It was he who built the first temple to Allah   , because 
the Quran tells us that Ibrahim   who came many years later built the 
Ancient House on the foundations built by Adam   

The next stage of the story, which is of Ibrahim , took place more than 
4000 years ago when Allah   instructed him to take his wife Hajar and 
to leave her in the uninhabited valley of Makah.  She was carrying her little 
infant Ismail and a meagre supply of food and water. When Ibrahim  
instructed her to remain there, her only response was “Has Allah instructed 
you to leave me here?” and upon his affirmation, she became compliant and 
resigned herself to her fate all alone with the baby in the vast desert, where 
there were no signs of human habitation. 

Her rations were quickly exhausted and Hajar left her baby lying in the 
sand and ran up and down in desperation between the two hillocks nearby 
which were later identified as Safa and Marwa; searching for a sip of water 
or a morsel of food. On her seventh circuit she was amazed to observe that 
the little baby, who was lying on his back kicking his heels in the sands, 
had caused a miraculous spring of water to gush out of the desert sand. In 
amazement the mother rushed to her child and began to gather the water 
in her apron, crying ZamZam! (Stop! Stop!).  Hajar used the water from the 
spring which more than amply quenched their thirst. 

A wandering tribe of nomads called the Jurhum observed birds hovering 
over the spot and guessing it contained water arrived there. They humbly 
sought permission from Hajar to use this water and remain there. Imagine 
the surprise of Ibrahim  when he returned many months later to find 
an entire tribe in occupation of the once deserted spot thriving on the land 
where he had left his wife totally in the dependence of Allah   . 

In later years Allah   tested the integrity of Ibrahim   faith by 
commanding him in a series of dreams to sacrifice this very baby who had 
now grown into his teens, as a truly pious child. When Ibrahim    of 
astounding faith, prepared to obey Him, and laid the knife on Ismail’s 
neck – it was then that Allah   accepted his willingness and devotion by 
substituting the sacrifice of Ismail  with a ram. 

In thanksgiving to Allah   , Ibrahim  and his son Ismail  
undertook the construction of the Ka’aba on the site earlier chosen by 
Adam  . Father and son combined their efforts to build a temple, a 
house dedicated to Almighty God, here on Earth, to commemorate, to 
supplicate and to make remembrance of the greatness and uniqueness of 
Allah, Lord of the universe. 

“And remember Ibrahim and Ismail, raised the foundation of the 
House (with this prayer) “our Lord! Accept this service from us! 
For Thou art the All hearing the All Knowing” Surah 11:117

“And we gave the site to Ibrahim of the sacred house (saying) 
associate not anything in worship with me and sanctify my house 
for those who composite around (do thawaf) or stand up (Qiyam) 
or bow down (Ruku) or prostrate themselves (Sujoodh)” 22:26

The Ka’ba, a cube like structure was to be a gathering place for all those 
who wish to declare and strengthen their faith to the one true God of the 
universe, and to grow closer to Him even as Ibrahim  became His intimate 
friend. 

How Prophet Muhammed   Performed Hajj.

Prophet Muhammed  remained in Medina for nine years, but didn’t 
perform Hajj. In the tenth year he made a public announcement that he 
intended to perform Hajj. A large number of people from many tribes 
gathered in Medina; anxious to follow the Prophet   and observe the 
rituals of Hajj in his company. He set off on 25th Zul Qa’da accompanied by 
his wives and upto 114,000 people.

Firstly, he camped at Dhul-Hulaifa for a day or so, where he rested and 
prayed and adopted the state of Ihram and then set off towards Makkah on 
his she camel, Qaswa. He began to pronounce Talbiya in a loud voice and 

Hajj – The journey of a lifetime
“And complete the Hajj and Umrah in the service of Allah…” Quran 2:194 ByKareema Hussein
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his followers chorused his words, some of them added their own thakbir 
and zikr but he did not object to this.   

  

He arrived in Makah after a long ride, he then entered the Haram-
Shareef (The sacred vicinity of the Ka’ba) and performed thawaf by 
circumambulating the Ka’ba seven times; he speeded up the first three 
rounds and then slowed down in the remaining four. He then performed 
two rak’aths at the Station of Ibrahim. He recited Surah Ikhlas and Surah 
Kafiroon in these rak’aths. He also kissed the Hajar -al Aswad, the black 
stone and then commenced to the hillocks of Safa and Marwa, reciting 

Beginning with Safwa he paced up and down between the two hillocks, at 
the top of these hillocks he paused and faced the Ka’bah, repeatedly calling 
thakbir and Zikrullah; glorifying Allah . At the end of the seven rounds 
he recited- “there is none worthy of being worshiped but Allah alone. To 
Him belong the dominion and praise. He has power over all things, there is 
none worthy of worship than Allah alone, who fulfilled his promise and gave 
victory to his servants and routed the confederates alone.” He then paused 
and supplicated for many moments. 

Rasulullah   then told his companions that those who had not brought 
their sacrificial animals could relieve themselves of Ihram after shaving their 
heads. They would then keep a fresh intention for a fresh Ihram on the Great 
days of Hajj; commencing on the 8th day of Zu’l Hajj.  However since he 
had brought his sacrificial animals and had adopted the intention of Hajj 
“Qiran” (which meant that he would perform Umrah along with Hajj), he 
would have to remain in the same Ihram until the Hajj was concluded. 

On the 8th day of Zull Hajj the pilgrims who took a break from Ihram, 
adopted a new Ihram and commenced the Hajj by proceeding to Mina, 
three miles from Makkah. Once they reached Mina they settled down 
and prayed Zuhur, Asar, Maghrib, Isha and the Fajr prayers the following 
morning. This was the 9th day of Zull Hajj - One of the most auspicious days 
in the Arabic calendar- “There is no day on which Allah frees more 
people from the Fire than the Day of ‘Arafaah. He comes close and 
expresses His pride to the angels, saying, ‘What do these people 
want?’” [Muslim] 

After sun rise they proceeded to Arafath a further four miles eastward from 
Mina and pitched a tent in the plains of Namira. Here the pilgrims began 
their day of intense worship and supplication and when the sun began to 
decline, Muhammed   rode on his camel to the valley of Urana and sat on 
his camel where he could be seen very clearly by over a hundred thousand 
people who had assembled there. He then delivered his famous speech, The 

Hajjul Widhah which means the Farewell Sermon.  Please read the detailed 
explanation and Sermon published after this article.

Finally when he had finished the sermon, he looked up towards the sky and 
said “bear witness oh Allah” he said this three times. He also asked the people 
if he had completed the message and they ratified it. He then requested Bilal 
to call Azan and Iqama and the Zuhur and Asar were prayed kasr /jammu 
(shortned and joined) after which he faced the direction of the Ka’bah and 
continuously supplicated and made Zikrullah until the sky became dark.                                                                                                                                      

He then mounted his camel after the sun had set, and led the multitude to 
Muzdhalifa where he led the people in Maghrib and Isha prayers combined. 
The pebbles for stoning the jamraths were collected by the pilgrims and 
they then laid down and slept till dawn.                                                                                       

After Fajr prayers the multitude returned to Mina and the first action was 
to throw the seven pebbles at the largest Jamrath (Oola) saying “Alahu 
Akbar!” (God is great.)   Ali   had brought the animals for sacrifice, a 100 
in number and Mohammed    slaughtered sixty-three with his own hands. 
He instructed Ali    to slaughter the remaining animals. He then allowed 
the people to cook the meat and partake of the meal of soup and meat. `He 
then gave an order for his head to be shaved and the pilgrims followed. 
Some trimmed their hair while others shaved their heads.

He then proceeded to Makkah on his camel, and alighted there to complete 
the Thawaf and Saii, after which he approached the zamzam well and drank 
as much as he could. He then returned to Mina to complete the three days 
of Ayyam u thashriq.

Rasulullah    performed one more thawaf before he returned to Medinah 
and concluded his journey. He said “not one of you completes an 
accepted Hajj but he returns as pure (of sins) as the day his mother 
gave him birth.” (Bukhari & Muslim)

It was during this final Hajj pilgrimage of Rasullullah (sal) that the very last 
revelations of the Quran were revealed to him; and they are indeed most 
appropriate; 

“This day have those who reject faith given up all hopes of your 
religion; fear them not but fear Me! This day have I perfected your 
religion for you, completed My favours upon you and chosen for 
you Islam (complete submission to the will of Allah ) as your 
religion. “ Surah 5:4 

How Hajj is performed today.

The word Hajj literally means “to set off ” and Islamically it refers to the 
Annual Pilgrimage muslims make to Makkah with the firm intention 
to perform certain ordained religious rites in accordance to the rituals 
prescribed by Prophet Muhammad   in the ninth year after the hijrath 
(migration) from Makkah to Medina.

“Verily the first House of worship for mankind was that at Makah 
full of blessing and a guidance for the worlds. In it are signs 
manifest, the Makam (place) of Ibrahim;    who ever enters 
it attains to security and hajj to the house, is a duty that mankind 
owes to Allah; those who can afford it. And whosoever disbelieves 
– then Allah stands not in need of any of his creatures.” (3:196-197)

 “For Hajj are the months well known, if any one undertakes 
the duty therein let there be no obscenity, nor wickedness nor 
wrangling in the Hajj; and whatever good you do be sure Allah 
knows it! take a provision with you for the journey, but the best 
provision is “thaqwa” (god consciousness or piety) so fear Me, O 
you that are wise.”  2:197
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There are two kinds of pilgrimages-
Umrah or minor (lesser) pilgrimage which only requires five obligatory 
actions

a) niyyah - Intention  b) Thawaf  -circumambulating the Ka’ba  
c) Sai – Walking between As Safwa and Al Marwa  d)  Halqu - trimming 
hairs or shaving the head   e) Thartheeb - Doing these in the right order 

Hajj or the Major Pilgrimage which includes a) niyyah -Intention  
b) Staying at Arafa on the 9th day of Zil Hijjah c) Remaining in Mina on 
the 10th 11th and 12th days of Zu’l Hajj.  d) Thawaf around the Ka’ba  
e) Sai –between Safa and Marwa  f ) Halqu - trimming hairs or  shaving the 
head   g) tartheeb -  doing it in this  order.

For Hajj pilgrims there are three kinds of intentions or options.

1. Hajj Thama’thu; or interrupted - This hajj requires that the pilgrim 
keeps intention to perform Umrah or the minor pilgrimage first and 
then take a break until the hajj days arrive and then he adopts a fresh 
ihram (pilgrim garb) in order to perform the Hajj which takes five days 
more.

2. Hajj Qiran; or combined - This type of Hajj requires the pilgrim to 
perform Umrah the minor pilgrimage and then continue to the major 
pilgrimage in one and the same ihram, ie remaining in the state of 
ihram until both umrah and thereafter Hajj are completed.                                       

3. Hajj Ifrad; this means that the pilgrim came for Hajj only with no 
intention of Umrah as well.   

People who travel to Saudi Arabia from other countries usually keep 
intention for Hajj Athamma’thu with a few days to relax between 
Umrah and Hajj.  The steps are pretty much the same as that of  
Prophet  Muhammad    thousands of years ago. 

•	 The Hajj is performed within the five days from the ninth to the 

thirteenth days of Zul Hajj. The pilgrim has a bath, makes his intention 
and sets off for Mina on the 8th Zul Hajj. 

•	 On the 9th Day, Pilgrims arrive in Arafath by morning and settle 
down in their enclosures (wide tents) and commence their devotions, 
engaging in salah, dua supplications, quran recitation, asking 
forgiveness also Zikrullah (Praising and glorifying Allah.)

•	 When sun-set approaches, the pilgrims leave for Muzdalifa which 
is between Arafath and Mina, and spend the night there under the 
stars. Pebbles are collected to throw at the Jamraths representing the 
Shaitan.  Maghrib and Isha prayers are prayed in Jamath along with the 
imams of each group. 

•	 At dawn on the 10th day which is the festival day all over the Islamic 
world, the pilgrims in Mina are kept busy; they preferably should not 
bathe or wear festive clothes until they stone the Jamraths, slaughter 
their animals, perform Thawaf and Sai in Makkah and then trim their 
hair. 

•	 The 10th 11th and 12th days at Mina are called Ayyaamuth Thashreek. 
The Jamraths of Oola, Wustha and Uquba will be stoned seven times 
each on every day. It is also advisable to visit Makkah and perform 
the Thawaf which is called “Thawaf aI Ifaada”. But it is necessary to 
return to Mina before sunset in order to complete the three days of 
Thashreek. However, one may leave for an emergency or great need. 

•	 It is also allowed to perform Thawaf and Sai after the days of Thashreek 
in Mina are over.   Once Thawaf al Ifada is completed the pilgrim can 
proceed to trim or shave the hairs of the head and this liberates the 
pilgrim from the state of Ihram. He can now have a bath, apply atthar 
(perfume) and wear festive clothes. 

Although visiting the Masjid un Nabavi is not part of the Hajj ritual, it is 
a highly recommended ibaada (act of devotion) and almost all pilgrims 
undertake it. There is no requirement for Ihram, but however there are 
certain etiquettes to observe. It is also possible to commence Hajj and 
Umrah from Medina by adopting the ihram there on the journey to Makkah.

Valuable Lessons from the Farewell sermon of Prophet Muhammad   
•	 The importance of propagating this message to all others 

(A Muslim’s responsibility thus does not end by following 

the religion)

•	 Sacredness of a Muslim’s life and his property.

•	 A reminder that everyone is fully accountable for their 

deeds and Allah    will take every person into account. If 

everyone heeded to this fact alone, the world would be a 

much better place today.

•	 “Hurt no one so that no one may hurt you.” These words 

of the prophet are self-explanatory.

•	 The prohibition of dealing with interest (Numerous  

accounts in Quran and Hadith prohibit taking, giving or 

being a part of any transaction dealing with interest).

•	 “You will neither inflict nor suffer any inequity.” These 

words of the prophet are self-explanatory.

•	 The awareness of shaytan and how shaytan can work to 

deviate us from the right path and doing evil things.

•	 Women have rights over men and men have rights over 

women.

•	 Treat women kindly, they are your partners and committed 

helpers

•	 Women must guard their modesty and chastity.

•	 The importance of worshiping Allah   by performing 

your five daily prayers (Salah), fasting during the month of 

Ramadan, giving charity (Zakat) and performing  

pilgrimage (Hajj).

•	 Muslims are brothers to one another

•	 Equality amongst all (blacks, white, Arabs, non-Arabs, etc.) 

Superiority of one over the other is only by piety and good 

actions, not race or colour.

•	 The need to establish justice.

•	 Islam is the final divine religion (Last prophet and Last 

Book).

•	 Follow the Quran & Sunnah and you will never be led 

astray

•	 It is now our duty to pass on the message to the rest of 

humanity!
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We have been blessed with yet another month of Dhul Hijjah. The month 
which Allah  says holds the best 10 days of the year, the day of Arafat- 
where the Prophet  gave his powerful last sermon, and of course the fifth 
pillar of Islam. For many of us who are finally making the pilgrimage to Allah 

’s house in Makkah, the month and the associated rituals are extra special, 
perhaps in knowing that it’s a once in a lifetime journey. We make that extra 
effort to learn the ways of all rituals, their virtues, different interpretations, 
their authenticity, etc.  Simply, we strive hard to make the best out of every act 
during the hajj pilgrimage; we pick up and yearn to adhere to the mannerism 
of the Prophet  - the Sunnah, in every aspect. 

The importance of Sunnah cannot be a matter of debate. Sunnah forms 
the most vital basis of Islam next to the Quran. What Quran commands 
with mandates, permissions and prohibitions, Sunnah explains. Qur’an is a 
book of instructions from our Creator, where Allah  tells us, in His most 
powerful words, what to do.  We only have to look in to the life of the Prophet 

 to find out how. 

Allah  says about the revelations and inspirations that came down,

“And (strictly) follow that which is revealed to you from your Rabb, 
for Allah is aware of what you do” [Al- Ahzab, 33:2]

Scholars take this verse to mean both of which was revealed to the  
Prophet ; that which is recited in the Quran and that which is not recited- 
the Sunnah. We need to grasp that the authentically preserved Ahadith - the 
sayings and actions of the Prophet , which are in fact firm instructions 
from the Lord above. 

However, although Sunnah literally constitutes all of the actions and 
sayings of the Prophet , it is not everything in the life of the Messenger 
of Allah  , that we are obliged to follow and be rewarded, according to the 
understanding of most scholars. 

The acts of worship that were specific to the Prophet  - continuous fasts 
etc., manners that were related to the Arab culture of the time- turban, 
keeping shoulder length hair, walking stick etc. and spur of the moment 
reactions of the Prophet  - stopping at a particular place during a journey 
or taking a certain route for a journey etc., are all but actions explicit to the 
Messenger  . Nonetheless these are found detailed in most Seerah books, 
and helps us to better understand the life of the “Best Example for Mankind”.

Any action of the Prophet , that he performed with the intention of gaining 
rewards from Allah  is what we, his followers are required to adhere to. 

Sunnah the Better...
Sooner the better.
By Zeena Marikkar

The reward is when there are authentic Ahadith citing and commending 
the act, or that the one who does it is praised, or that the one who does not 
perform it is blamed.

There are abundant ayahs in the Quran in which Allah  urges us to 
follow the Prophet  in these matters, in its whole. In many of those verses,  
Allah  places following the Prophet , next to the obedience of Allah 

 Himself. 

“O you who have believed, obey Allah and His Messenger and do 
not turn from him while you hear” [Al-Anfaal, 8:20]

Allah  instructs the Prophet  to declare: 

“Say; if you really love Allah then follow me and Allah will love you 
and forgive your sins, and Allah is oft forgiving and Most Merciful.” 

[Aali’ Imran, 3:31]

The commentators and Imams have said that obeying the Messenger  
means to cling to his Sunnah and submit to what he brought. They also say 
that obeying the Messenger  in his Sunnah is equivalent to obeying Allah 

 in His obligations. 

But do we also realise that we don’t need to wait for the much looked forward 
to trip to Makkah, or the month of Ramadan, to give conscious thought 
to the manners of our beloved Prophet  and gain extra mileage from  
Allah  ? Unfortunately placing it in the background,we often fall short 
of giving enough time and vigor in sticking to the beautiful behavior of the 
Prophet  in small things in life.

For Allah  says in the Quran; “[He] who created death and life to 
test you [as to] which of you is best in deed - and He is the exalted 
in Might, the Forgiving”. [Al Mulk, 67:3]

Scholars interpret “best in deed” to mean any action, big or small, that is 
pleasing to Allah  . Consequently, any act to be pleasing to Allah  , must 
meet two conditions; they must be done purely for the sake of Allah   and 
done in the manner shown to us by Allah  ’s beloved Prophet . 

It is through Allah ’s mercy and only through Allah’s mercy that He 
promised us a step closer to Jannah, implanted in every ordinary action we 
do, every day. Allah  continues to preserve the life of the Prophet  in 
such intricate detail for us to follow, in the most complex of the worship to 
the most menial of tasks. If one is to perform hajj there’s a way, if one is to 
pray, there’s a way, if one is to eat, there’s a way, if one is to sleep, there’s a 
way… and the list is endless. Allah  and His messenger  did not leave 
any stone unturned.  

In another often quoted ayah, Allah  calls His Messenger  a perfect 
example, to be followed in every aspect of our life. 

“You have indeed in the life of the messenger of Allah, the best 
model for him whose hope is in Allah, and the day of the hereafter, 
and who engages himself much in the remembrance of Allah”  
                                                                                                                          [Al- Ahzab, 33:21]

Can we follow Allah ‘s admonition if we do not even make the effort to 
study the ‘best role model’? How many of us take time off our busy schedules 
to read and study Prophet ’s life history; the trials and tribulations he 
went through; to acknowledge the extreme love and yearning he had for 
his followers? Aishah (Ra) Prophet s beloved wife, once remarked 
“he is a ‘walking Quran”. Prophet’  s life was an embodiment of Allah’s 
revelations- in its entirety.

Are we not accountable then for brushing off the mannerisms of the  
Prophet  especially in our daily chores, as “ah just a Sunnah?” 
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Are we not desperately in need of harvesting even the smallest amount of 
good that will help us earn a better Aakhirah? Who else, other than The 
Exceedingly Merciful, will reward us for when we eat, when we walk, when 
we sleep, when we earn, when we wash, and in every facet of our lives? Are 
we not at a grave loss to let this huge opportunity slip by? 

The Sunnah of the Prophet  becomes ever so important to counteract the 
strain and temptations of our lifestyles today. We complain of bad days, lack of 
sleep, we complain of anxiety and stress. All these are but ailments of the mind. 
Do we take notice of the healing Allah  showed us through His Prophet 
? Words of remembrance for Morning, Words of remembrance for evening, 
prayers for day in and day out are undeniably a fortress for the believer.  
 
How can we complain of a sickness when we are heedless of the 
cure at hand?

“As for those who believe and do good deeds and believe in what 
(ever) is revealed to Muhammad, and that is the truth from their 
Rabb- He will remove from their sins and improve their condition.”                       
                                                                                                      [Muhammad, 47:2]

Allah  makes it very clear that if we intend tranquility and comfort, we 
have no excuse but to make an earnest attempt to learn the teachings of our 
Prophet  and instill them in our daily lives. 

Having glimpsed through the importance of the Sunnah in our everyday 
acts, it may be useful to find out why many of us are still slack in its applying. 
Leave aside the mundane tasks, even in our daily obligatory duties, we 
are content with blissfully continuing with what has been passed down 
to us through ages, some authentic, some distorted. All our present day 
knowledge and accessibility are seldom directed towards making the extra 
effort to find out the truth, well documented, well preserved. 

Prophet  said, “Pray as you have seen me praying.” [Bukhari] 

Allah  is not in need of our favor by us ‘at least doing’ the obligations. We 
are earning ourselves unimaginable good by perfecting it. 

Excuses are many. Lack of knowledge is foremost. We don’t consider regular 
Sunnah as important, simply because we do not find out what actually is said 
about the Sunnah in the Quran and the Ahadith and by the next generation 
scholars. Hasan Al Basari (Rah) said “The sign of their love for Allah is in 
their adherence to the Sunnah of the Prophet.”

Knowledge of Sunnah, the Prophet  left for us, and their sources are not 
scarce now; literally at our fingertips. Even when we are exposed to all of 
these, our wavering conviction in this matter keeps us away from hanging on 
to the Sunnah. What clear proof than the saying of the Prophet  himself. 
“I have left behind me two things: as long as you cling to them 
you will never go astray. They are the Book of Allah and my life 
example.” [Al-Hakim] 

“When I forbid you to do something, avoid it. When I command 
you to do something, then do it as much as you are able.” (Ibm 
Majah)

Prophet  also said, “ …. whomever among you lives, he will see 
much difference. Beware of the newly invented matters, for indeed 
they are astray. Whoever among you sees that, then he must stick 
to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly guided Khulafah’, cling 
to it with the molars.’” ( Jami At Tirmidhi)

With the world becoming more and more connected, varied explanations 
regarding the Sunnah has now become a huge forum for discussions and 
a petty excuse for not following it. But differences of opinion were found 
even at the time of the Prophet  among the companions, only to prompt 
healthy discussions coupled with due respect and honour. A sincere thirst to 

gain knowledge in order to follow the Sunnah will keep us away from falling 
in to the Shaithans trap of dispute and segregation. Ardently following the 
life lessons of the Prophet  will let the true teachings carry forward to 
our younger generations, unadulterated, untainted. In this age of extreme 
knowledge, both authentic and not, it is not also difficult to sift the truth 
from falsehood, with a genuine yearning. 

For throughout the Quran Allah  talks of those who strive hard in the path 
of goodness. Allah  affirms, “That there shall be nothing for a man 
except what he strives for. That, his striving shall be scrutinised. 
That he shall be fully rewarded for it. (An- Najm, 39-41)

The Creator states that we are not here to be perfect, but assures 
that we need to strive hard to do what we are supposed to do.  
 
People judge us by milestones achieved. Allah  judges us by the 
effort we put in. 

In this time of the year, when the Prophet  said that with an accepted hajj, 
we are akin to a new born baby, we could also aspire to become ‘A New Me’. 
Longing to study the mannerism of the Prophet  in all aspects of our life, 
to know their rewards and striving to apply it in our actions- from the most 
menial of tasks to the most advanced of worship, will bring us closer to our 
creator and place serenity in our hearts. 

No struggle is less important in Allah ’s eyes; Allah  sees our sweat.

Zeena is an Architect by profession and a mother of three. She worked as the editor 
of ‘The Architect’/ Sri Lanka and enjoys teaching Architecture. Zeena has been 
actively engaged in studying the Quran for the past ten years, and writes on Islam, 
Architecture, and related subjects for magazines, journals, blogs and newspapers.

I Now Understand That There Are Two Ways of Doing 
Things- The Prophet’s Way with Multiple Rewards and Added 

Bonuses... And My Own Way.

SO, WHICH WAY DO I CHOOSE?
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Pleasing Allah  and attaining Jannah is the goal of every Muslim, and Allah 
provides several opportunities for His slaves to perform righteous actions. 
However, the rewards obtained can vary depending on the time period or 
location in which the deed is done, i.e. Allah  has preferred certain days 
and certain places over the rest. Thus, deeds performed in these chosen days 
or places are more virtuous and hence they yield multiple rewards. One 
such chosen time period is the sacred month of Dul hijjah, especially the 
first 10 days.

The Prophet   said :

There are no days in which righteous deeds are more beloved to Allah than 
these ten days.” The people asked, “Not even Jihad for the sake of Allah?” He 
said, “Not even Jihad for the sake of Allah, except in the case of a man who 
went out to fight, giving himself and his wealth up for the cause, and came 
back with nothing.” (Reported by Al-Tirmidhi 688 )

But, merely acknowledging the fact that these days are sacred is not 
sufficient, for it is of the trait of a sincere believer to avail every opportunity 
he gets. So, Let us start by looking at the deeds that could be performed in 
order to make the best use of this month.

Undoubtedly one of the first things that pop into our minds when we 
think of Dhul Hijjah is Hajj.  Hajj as we all know is a pillar of Islam and a 
mandatory pilgrimage to be performed at least once in a life time by all 
those who are able to do so. However, the spiritual aspect of Hajj goes far 
beyond its rituals. It symbolizes the spirit of unity  when millions of Muslims  
belonging to different countries , nationalities, speaking different languages 
gather together having only one common goal in mind i.e. servitude and 
obedience to Allah .  Further, everyone facing the same direction (Qibla) 
teaches one to remain focused on a common goal while propagating the 
message of peace.

Allah says in the Quran:  “And hold fast all together Allah’s rope and 
be not divided…” (Al Imran 3:103)

Moreover, many rituals revive acts done by Prophet Ibrahim  such as 
the sacrifice, this not only makes one feel more close to the ancestry root but 
it also fosters a sense of brotherhood.

 Now comes the golden question, what could be done by those who are not 
on Hajj?

There are several acts that could be done by those who witness this month 
but are not performing Hajj, especially on the first 10 days that could be a 

means of elevating their ranks in the sight of Allah .

1)   Increase in the remembrance of Allah  :  Although this is 
something that should be done at all times, we should become more 
conscious of Allah and do more Tahleel (la illaha illah), takbeer (Allahu 
akbar) and tahmeed (alhamdhulilah).

It was narrated from ‘Abd-Allaah ibn ‘Umar (r) that the Prophet  said: 
“There are no days that are greater before Allah or in which good 
deeds are more beloved to Him, than these ten days, so recite a 
great deal  of tahleel, takbeer and tahmeed during them.” (Reported 
by Ahmad)

2) Fast : It is masnoon to fast the first 9 days of Dhul Hijjah ( not the 10th 
as it is the Eid day). If one is unable to fast on all the 9 days then he should 
put his utmost effort to fast at least on the 9th day which is the day of ‘Arafa.

The Prophet Muhammad  is reported to have said, “Fasting on the 
day of `Arafah expiates the sins of two years: the past one and the 
coming one. And fasting the day of Ashura expiates the sins of the 
past year.” (Muslim)

The significance of this day is further proven by the fact Allah  took an 
oath by these days in Surah Fajr : 1-3

Prophet  said: “There is no day when Allah liberates more people 
from the Hellfire than the Day of ‘Arafa. He draws near (not in a 
physical sense, but in a way befitting His incomparable essence and 
majesty), and they are a source of pride with the Angels. He says, 
‘What a great thing these [worshipers] are seeking.’” (Muslim)

3) Finally on the 10th day comes the Day of eid ul Adha, a day in which 
Muslims all over the world celebrate. But the question arises, what are the 
acts of sunnah that we need to follow?

1. ghusl Bath before going for eid Prayer  
 
It was narrated in a saheeh hadeeth in al-Muwatta’ and elsewhere that 
‘Abd-Allaah ibn ‘Umar used to do ghusl on the day of al-Fitr before 
going out to the prayer-place in the morning. Al-Muwatta’ 428.  
 
Al- Nawawi (may Allaah have mercy on him) said that the Muslims 
were unanimously agreed that it is mustahabb to do ghusl for Eid 
prayer.  
 

THE TRUE SPIRIT  
OF DHUL HIJJAH By Shameema Shajahan
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The reason why it is mustahabb is the same reason as that for doing 
ghusl before Jumu’ah and other public gatherings. Rather on Eid the 
reason is even stronger. 

2. takbeer on the day of eid  
 
This is one of the greatest Sunnahs on the day of Eid because Allaah 
says (interpretation of the meaning):  
 
“(He wants that you) must complete the same number (of days), and 
that you must magnify Allaah [i.e. to say Takbeer (Allaahu Akbar: 
Allaah is the Most Great)] for having guided you so that you may be 
grateful to Him” [al-Baqarah 2:185]  
 
Al-Daaraqutni and others narrated that on the morning of Eid al-Fitr 
and Eid al-Adha, Ibn ‘Umar would strive hard in reciting takbeer until 
he came to the prayer place, then he would recite takbeer until the 
imam came out.  
 
In the case of Eid al-Adha, the takbeer begins on the first day of Dhu’l-
Hijjah and lasts until sunset on the last of the days of tashreeq.  
 
Description of the takbeer:  
It was narrated in the Musannaf of Ibn Abi Shaybah with a saheeh 
isnaad from Ibn Mas’ood (may Allaah be pleased with him) that he 
used to recite takbeer during the days of tashreeq:  

3. eating after the prayer on eid al-Adha  
 
On Eid al-Adha it is mustahabb not to eat anything until one comes 
back from the prayer, so he should eat from the udhiyah if he has 
offered a sacrifice. If he is not going to offer a sacrifice there is nothing 
wrong with eating before the prayer. 

4. take different routes when going to the masjid and  
when on the return. 
 
It was narrated that Jaabir ibn ‘Abd-Allaah (may Allah be pleased with 
him) said: On the day of Eid, the Prophet (peace and blessings of 
Allaah be upon him) used to vary his route. Narrated by al-Bukhaari, 
986.  
 
It was said that the reason for that was so that the two routes would 
testify for him on the Day of Resurrection, for the earth will speak on 
the Day of Resurrection and say what was done on it, both good and 
bad.  
 
And it was said that it was in order to manifest the symbols of Islam 
on both routes, or to manifest the remembrance of Allah   (dhikr). 
And it was said that it was in order to attend to the people’s needs, to 

answer their questions, teach them, set an example and give charity to 
the needy, or to visit his relatives and uphold the ties of kinship.

5. Adorning oneself on the occasion of eid.  
 
It was narrated that ‘Abd-Allaah ibn ‘Umar (may Allaah be pleased 
with him) said that ‘Umar took a brocade cloak that was for sale in 
the market and brought it to the Messenger of Allaah (peace and 
blessings of Allaah be upon him), and said, “O Messenger of Allaah, 
buy this and adorn yourself with it for Eid and for receiving the 
delegations.” The Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah 
be upon him) said to him, “Rather this is the dress of one who has 
no share (of piety or of reward in the Hereafter)…” Narrated by al-
Bukhaari, 948.  
 
The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) agreed with 
‘Umar on the idea of adorning oneself for Eid, but he denounced him 
for choosing this cloak because it was made of silk.  
 
It was narrated that Jaabir (may Allaah be pleased with him) said: The 
Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) had a cloak 
which he would wear on the two Eids and on Fridays. Saheeh Ibn 
Khuzaymah, 1756,  
 
Al-Bayhaqi narrated with a saheeh isnaad that Ibn ‘Umar used to wear 
his best clothes on Eid.  
 
A man should wear the best clothes that he has when going out for 
Eid.  With regard to women, they should avoid adorning themselves 
when they go out for Eid, because they are forbidden to show off their 
adornments to non-mahram men. It is also haraam for a woman who 
wants to go out to put on perfume or to expose men to temptation, 
because they are only going out for the purpose of worship. 

6. Sacrifice – The word Qurban comes from the Arabic word Qurb 
which means closeness and nearness, in this case to Allah   .  
Therefore, Qurban can be defined as a sacrifice offered on the 10th 
– 13th of Dhul Hijjah hoping to seek the good pleasure of Allah and 
draw closer to Him.

7. greeting one another  - The etiquette of Eid also includes the 
exchange of good wishes by people, no matter what the wording, such 
as saying to one another  
 
Taqabbala Allaah minna wa minkum (May Allaah accept (good 
deeds) from us and from you” or “Eid mubaarak” and other 
permissible expressions of congratulations.  
 

It was narrated that Jubayr ibn Nufayr said: When the companions 
of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) met one 
another on the day of Eid, they would say to one another, “May Allaah 
accept (good deeds) from us and from you.” Ibn Hajar said, its isnaad 
is hasan. Al-Fath, 2/446. 

Having read all this, let us all make sincere intention to make the maximum 
use of this month, and I pray that Allah gives us the tawfeeq to do deeds that 
earns His pleasure. Ameen.
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Those who believe, and 
whose hearts find satisfaction 
in the remembrance of Allah: 
for without doubt in the 
remembrance of Allah do 
hearts find satisfaction. 

Do we 
Really know 
our Creator?
Asma ul Husna Series Part 4 
by Sarah Afker

(Glorious Qur’an 13:28)

The importance of learning and applying the Asma ul Husna in our 
lives is promised the greatest reward of Jannah in a narration by Abu 
Hurayrah (radiAllahuanhu) who reported that the Prophet (peace 
be upon him) said “Verily, Allah has ninety-nine names, a 
hundred less one; whoever memorizes them and applies 
them, will enter Paradise…” 

In this issue we will cover the names of Allah which have 
a common attribute of His Strength, Power, Honour and 
capabitility.

20.  Al-Jabbar - The compeller, The Irresistible,     
          The Mender

Allah  calls Himself Al-Jabbaar— The Compeller, The 
Restorer— on one occasion in the Quran. The attribute of Jabbar 
means to be able to compel and force something, to be able to be 
Irresistible and to repair the broken, fix and reform something. The 
word ‘Jabbaar’ appears 10 times in the Qur’an, but only once for 
Allah   . When the name al-Jabbar describes Allah    , it is an 
attribute of praise and glory. By contrast, when the word is used to 
describe human beings, it is to rebuke and censure them for their 

pride and self-glorification. They are people who are oppressive, commit injustice, 
who compel and force others.

For instance: 

1. “They said: ‘O Moses! In this land are a domineering people.’” [Sūrah al-
Mā’idah: 22] 

2. Jesus is quoted in the Qur’ān as saying: ““(He) has made me kind to my mother, 
not overbearing or unblessed.” [Sūrah Maryam: 32] 

3. Allah  also says: “Those who dispute about Allah’s revelations without any 
authority that He has given them; their conduct is hated by Allah and by those 
who believe. Thus does Allah set a seal over every proud, haughty heart.” [Sūrah 
Ghāfir: 35] 

The last time it is used in the Qur’an it is for Allah   . 

Allah   says: “He is Allah, besides whom there is no god, the King, the 
Holy One, Peace, the giver of Security, the guardian, the compeller.” 
[Sūrah al-Hashr: 23] 

There are three connotations of Allah   ’s name Al Jabbar.

The compeller: He is the One who forces His creation upon what He commands 
and upon what He has forbidden. In other words, whatever Allah   wills, His will 
is executed.

The Irresistible: Secondly, it means that the One who is Exalted and High above 
His creation. In other words, He is the Greatest One. Allah   being al-Jabbaar is the 
Greatest and there is no one else who is greater than Him. The Supreme Power and 
Authority belongs to Him Alone.

The Mender: A third meaning of jabr is ‘to repair the broken, fix and reform 
something.’ Allah Al Jabbar is The One who Reforms, the One who fixes the situation 
for His creation. When we find our resources to be incomplete, Allah   completes 
them. When we are unable to reach our goals, Allah   assists. He is the One who 
amends the affairs of His creation. It means if a slave is unable to reach His goal, Al-
Jabbaar will enable Him and provide Him with the sources to reach this goal.

Interestingly from the same root is the word ‘algebra:’ you ‘fix’ the equation. 

21. Al-Azeez - The Mighty, The Strong, The Defeater who  
        is not defeated

Al- ‘Azeez is the Invincible who cannot be overcome, The Overpowering who cannot 
be overcome nor subdued, The Strong and The Severe who gives honour, dignity, 
and strength to whomever He wills! The root word (Al Izz) also means that free is He 
of all imperfection and from every single aspect is devoid of any deficiency.

Al-‘Azeez is the Noble One, no one is like Him, He is ghaalib and has overcome 
everything in that He has subdued it [Ibn Katheer] and He is the Invincible who 
cannot be reached and overcome. [Al-Qurtubi]

Al-‘Azeez Himself says: 

•	 And know that Allah is All-Mighty, All-Wise [Quran, 2:260] 

•	 And . . . Allah is All-Mighty, All-Able of Retribution [Quran, 3:4] 

•	 . . . And verily, your Lord! He is truly the All-Mighty, the Most Merciful.  
[Quran, 26:68] 

Knowing Allah   as Al Azeez gives one the courage and boldness because one 
knows that His Lord cannot be prevented and His command or affair cannot be 
repelled, whatever He wills will happen, even if the people will otherwise, and 
whatever He wills not, will not happen, even if the people willed it.
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22.  Al-Qaadir - The All-capable,The Most Able, 
         The All-Powerful

Al Qaadir refers to The One who possesses the power and the ability to 
measure-out anything and everything, The One who has the capability to 
make any decree and to determine what will be, The One whose decree 
determines the measure and distribution of all things and The One who 
does as He wills, acting or not acting in accord with whatever He decides.

Linguistically Qadeer, Qaadir, and Muqtadir are all derived from the 
same root and all of them demonstrate that power is established as an 
attribute of Allah   and that He has absolute Power. He is the One who is 
capable of doing everything, Who has perfect power over the creation, Who 
measures everything with perfection, and Who is the One who decrees all 
that was, is, and will ever be. 

While knowledge is an essential requisite of Allah   ‘s power, most of 
the verses of the Qur’an in which the attribute of the Able are mentioned, 
combine the attribute The All-Knowing because knowledge is an essential 
requisite to ability and power. Ability may be random, but if it is accompanied 
with knowledge, it becomes an aware ability. 

 “He creates what He wills, and He is the Knowing, the Competent.”  
[Ar-Rum 30: 54]

Thus, there is a reason for what goes on in this world that actually benefits 
the Muslims and that there is a hidden blessing below the surface: “Allah 
had completed and perfected His grace upon you, (both) apparent 
and hidden..” [Luqman 31: 20]

23. Al-Qadeer - The All Powerful, The Omnipotent

Al-Qadeer is the One with complete power. He is the One who decrees; 
He simply says, Be! and it is.  Al-Qadeer needs no means to do anything! 
The power of Al Qadeer is absolute; it is being related to every possible 
thing. Thus, if a human being was diagnosed to have a fatal disease, still, he 
has his belief that Allah   is able to do all things. If he was alone facing 
many enemies, he believes that God is able to do all things: the companions 
of Musa (Moses) said: “We are sure to be overtaken.” Musa (Moses) said: 
“nay, verily with me is my Lord. He will guide me.” [Ash-Shuara 
26:61-62]

He knows what goes on in this world: - “but a leaf falls, but He knows 
it” [Al-An’am 6: 59]. He cares about what goes on in this planet; listens 
if you speak, sees when you move and knows even what you kept in your 
heart. Al Qadeer, the most omnipotent, fulfills the believer’s heart with 
tranquility, integrity, and trust in His victory. Allah   has a decree that is 
from knowledge and power. It controls any person’s daily life in his/ her 
daily routine. Thus, turning to Him gives tranquility, and peace.

Remind yourself in good and bad times of the following powerful hadith 
and let it increase you in tawakkul (reliance) upon Al-Qadeer at all times! 
The Prophet    said: “Young man, I shall teach you some words 
[of advice]: Be mindful of Allah, and Allah will protect you. Be 
mindful of Allah, and you will find Him in front of you. If you 
ask, ask of Allah; if you seek help, seek help of Allah. Know that if 
the nation were to gather together to benefit you with anything, 
it would benefit you only with something that Allah had already 
prescribed for you, and that if they gather together to harm you 
with anything, they would harm you only with something Allah 
had already prescribed for you. The pens have been lifted and the 
pages have dried.” ( Tirmidhi)

Whenever you have a decision to make, no matter how big or small, consult 
Al-Qadeer and ask Him to choose what is best for you and your deen, in this 
life and in the Hereafter, by praying “Istikhaarah”.

24. Al-Muqtadir - The All-Determining, The Prevailing  
        Ordainer, The Powerful Determiner

Al-Muqtadir is the One who has the power and the ability to do whatever 
He decides, the power and ability to decide the outcome of all matters and 
Whose decisions always prevail. 

The decree of Al-Muqtadir comes from perfect knowledge and power and 
it controls our daily life. We are posed with hundreds of choices each day 
responding to many different situations, and each time we have the choice: 
do I turn to Allah   or do I turn away from Him? You can get angry, or 
try to have patience. You can swear or remain quiet, you can backbite or 
speak good about others. Al-Muqtadir gives money, power, intelligence and 
beauty to mankind, but He decrees true peace of mind to His believers only!

This attribute should humble us, in that everything we have is decreed by Al 
Muqtadir. It is He who granted us the ability to accomplish matters.  When 
you show your need for Him, Al-Muqtadir will support you but when you 
think you can depend on your own power for even the blink of an eye, He 
will abandon you. Read and reflect upon this supplication;

 “O Allah, it is Your mercy that I hope for, so do not leave me in 
charge of my affairs even for a blink of an eye, and rectify for me all 
of my affairs. none has the right to be worshiped except You.” (Abu 
Dawood 5090)

Verily, in the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest [Quran, 
13:28]

25. Al-Qawiyy - The All-Strong, The Powerful

Al-Qawiyy is the All Strong, the One Whose strength is unlimited, 
inexhaustible, and neither preceded by weakness nor followed by a loss 
of strength. He affects everything yet nothing can affect Him! The perfect 
strength of Al-Qawiyy is irresistible, and nothing and no one in the heavens 
and the earth can help but submit to it!

Al-Qawiyy Himself says:

•	 ...They disbelieved in the signs of Allah, so Allah seized them for their 
sins. Indeed, Allah is Powerful and severe in penalty. [Quran, 8:52] 

•	 And sufficient was Allah for the believers in battle, and ever is Allah 
Powerful and Exalted in Might. [Quran,33:25]

Knowing Allah as Al Qawiiy should strengthen us as believers. The  
Prophet   said: A strong believer is better and more beloved to 
Allah than a weak believer, though both are good. Hasten to what 
benefits you, seeking Allah’s help, and do not feel defeated. If some 
misfortune befalls you, do not say: “If only I had done such-and-
such…” but say: “It is what Allah decreed, and He does as He wills.” 
The words “If only…” open the doors for Satan’s machinations. 
[Muslim 2664] 

Al-Qawiyy gave one angel the strength to overturn a whole city or uproot 
a mountain, and this angel and all others, despite their enormous strength, 
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tremble out of awe and fear of His greatness. So what about us? which 
powers do we have? Fear Al-Qawiyy and recall His strength to motivate 
yourself when you’re about to do something wrong.

26. Al-Qahhar - The Dominant, The Subduer

One of the meanings of God’s divine name “Al-Qahhar” is that He subdued 
all things and brought them into existence by His irresistible divine power. 

Another meaning of “Al-Qahhar” is that all the heavenly objects, some of 
which are bigger than both the earth and the sun, are held and kept in orbit 
by Allah  ’s irresistible divine power. Some scholars say: In life, there 
are four basic elements: water, air, fire, and soil. Such elements are non-
congruent, but by His irresistible divine power, God united them together 
in perfect harmony. Therefore, another meaning of God’s name “Al-
Qahhar” is that He unites incongruent things together in perfect harmony 
in creatures. “Al-Qahhar humiliates tyrants and oppressors by diseases and 
illnesses. He subdues all His slaves by death: Allah  has mentioned death 
and attributing Himself with Al-Qahir (the Irresistible) to remind His slaves 
with something that He has subdued them all with.

Al-Qahhar also means that He subdues the human minds and prevents them 
from knowing the reality of His holy infinite Divine Self, which has neither 
a beginning nor an end. He prevents the human minds from encompassing 
the glamour of His Divine Majesty and He has kept the knowledge of the 
secrets of a great many natural phenomena only for Himself.

The Name, Al-Qahhaar, is more intensive than Al-Qahir and it has been 
mentioned in the Noble Qur’an six times

27. Al-Qahir - The Invincible Subduer

The Name of Allah   , Al-Qahir, is mentioned in the Qur’an twice and 
both times in the Sixth Chapter (Surah al Anam):

•	 “And He is the subjugator over His servants. And He is the Wise, the 
Acquainted [with all].”(6:18)

•	 “He is the Irresistible over His slaves, and He sends guardians over 
you.” (6:61)

Ibn Jarir (Rahimahullaah) said: Al-Qahir is the Supreme over His slaves, 
the Exalted over them. Allah  mentioned the statement “over His slaves” 
because He attributed Himself of Subduing them; and the attribute of every 
subduer is to be High and Supreme over them. [ Jamie’ Al-Bayan]

 “He is Al-Qahir over His slaves i.e. the One who has subdued everything, 
and all the tyrants and arrogant have humbled themselves to Him. All faces 
shall be humbled before His Mighty and Grandeur”. [Tafseer Ibn Katheer]

Al-Khattabi (Rahimahullaah) said: “Al-Qahhaar is the One Who 
subdued the tyrants among His creation by punishment. Shaikh As-Sa’di 
(Rahimahullaah) said: “Al-Qahhaar is the One Who subdued everything. 
The one before whom the whole creation has humbled itself, and 
submitted before His grandeur, power, and perfect Strength.” 

Borella - 0715356581
Alexandra  Col7 - 0715356583
Bamblapitiya - 0715356577

Kolonnuwa – 0718688672 
Hendala - 0718698650
Welisara – 0718684227
Narahenpitiya - 0715356576

Visit us at:

Castle Street - 0718698649
Kids Land Store - 0718622672
Hemas Hospital - 0718698652

May Allah  grant us the deep understanding of the virtues of calling upon Him with  
His beautiful names, Ameen!

Sources: Al Quran, Understand Quran Academy 
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Many a time have we heard from sceptics within the community, as well as from other 
communities, the following comment “in Islamic Banking, interest has been simply renamed 
as profit”. Is this so?

Before proceeding further, one must be apprised with a bit of basic economics, not for 
pedantic reasons but to facilitate a better understanding of Islamic Finance. Economists, 
notably Adam Smith, have propounded the term “factors of production”, a concept which is 
simply elaborated as follows:

name of factor Owner of Factor Reward of Factor nature of Factor

Land  Landlord  Rent  Natural or primary or  
      original factor 
Labour  Labourer  Wages  Human factor 
Capital / Money Money Lender/Bank  Interest  Man-made factor 
Enterprise Entrepreneur Profit  Man-made factor

The above table is self-explanatory and what needs to be highlighted in conventional 
economics is the fact that the utilisation of “capital / money” provided by the money lender / 
bank is what attracts “interest”. 

“Money” has no usufruct as asserted by the learned Islamic scholars, and “Interest”, whether 
taken or given, is forbidden in no uncertain terms in Islam. The Holy Qur’an in Surah Al 
Baqarah has explicitly mentioned the following Ayahs relating to “interest”:

“Those who consume interest cannot stand [on the Day of Resurrection] except as one 
stands who is being beaten by Satan into insanity. That is because they say, “Trade is [just] like 
interest.” But Allah has permitted trade and has forbidden interest. So whoever has received an 
admonition from his Lord and desists may have what is past, and his affair rests with Allah. But 
whoever returns to [dealing in interest or usury] - those are the companions of the Fire; they 
will abide eternally therein”.  [2:275]

“Allah destroys interest and gives increase for charities. And Allah does not like every sinning 
disbeliever”. [2:276]

“O you who have believed, fear Allah and give up what remains [due to you] of interest, if you 
should be believers”. [2:278]

And if you do not, then be informed of a war [against you] from Allah and His Messenger. But 
if you repent, you may have your principal - [thus] you do no wrong, nor are you wronged”. 
[2:279]

It is established that Interest is despised by Allah   , and a true believer will desist in taking 
or offering interest as the punishment is severe. In Islam, the sanctioned rewards for the factors 
of production would then be rent for land, wages for labour and profits for the entrepreneur 
or whom we commonly refer to as the trader.  Interestingly, Ayah 275 of Surah Al Baqara, has 
stated, as quoted from above, that “But Allah has permitted trade and has forbidden 
interest”.

Thus it is clear that for any practitioner of Islam, interest is forbidden. This also applies to all 
those in the Islamic Financing fraternity.

Usage of rent and profits in conceptualising Islamic Banking products

Let us take some examples, of simple every day economic and trading activity that is permitted 
in Islam, in order to elucidate profits and rentals and differentiate it from interest.

example 1 – A retail trader wishes to purchase hardware items to stock his shop. He 
approaches a large scale wholesale trader who supplies the hardware with a mark-up or what 
we call profit. It is also obvious that the retail trader would need time to dispose the hardware 

Is Interest 
renamed as Profit?

and collect the money to repay the wholesale trader, and 
thus requests time to repay. It must be noted that should the 
repayment be delayed the profit mark-up cannot and will 
not be increased. This entire transaction is permitted and 
there are no qualms about the process.  Profit is the reward 
to the entrepreneur.

The retail trader alternatively could also approach an 
Islamic financier, who will purchase the hardware from the 
wholesale trader and mark it up with a profit and sell it to 
the retailer, who in turn will settle his dues to the Islamic 
financier within the time agreed upon. It must be noted 
that to prevent the transaction becoming a loan of sorts, 
several conditions have to be met including the existence of 
an underlying asset. What this example shows is that profit 
definitely is not interest or “another name” for interest. The 
above product incidentally is termed a “Murabaha”.

example 2 – A wholesale trader has no lorry to distribute 
his hard ware and leases it out from the owner of the lorry. 
He pays a rental in return. No qualms about this transaction.

The entrepreneur alternatively could approach an Islamic 
financier who will purchase the lorry and rent it out. It must 
be again noted that to prevent the transaction becoming a 
simple loan, several conditions have to be met including the 
existence of an underlying asset. What this example shows 
is that rentals are not interest or “another name” for interest. 
The above product is termed an “Ijara”.

example 3 – A car importer seeks a “sleeping” partner 
who will contribute funds to purchase a consignment of 
cars. They agree on a profit share. When the cars have been 
sold and the business is completed they assess the profit 
made and share as per their agreement.

The car importer alternatively could approach an Islamic 
financier who will contribute the funds according to 
predetermined profit share, and if there are losses this 
would be shared as per their share of the funds contributed. 
Once again it must be noted that to prevent the transaction 
becoming a simple loan, several conditions have to be met. 
What this example shows is that profit is not interest or 
“another name” for interest. The above product is termed 
a “Musharaka”.

conclusion
Islamic banking is structured around an economic, or 
more precisely, a trading or manufacturing activity, and 
the rewards to the provider of any “factor of production” 
(as accepted in Shariah) is by way of profits and rentals. 
The concept of interest is thus ostensibly squeezed out in 
Islamic financing. 

In conclusion, profits and rentals are not other names for 
Interest. It is up to us to study, understand, and sincerely 
accept the concept of Islamic finance, as Allah s.w.t knows 
best.

By Ahamed Ishrat Mohideen
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The lack of ethics in human behavior, combined with total ignorance 
about how complex financial markets function have led to a build-up of 
imbalances in the global financial system, exposing it to a series of serious 
cracks more recently. 

In an imperfect world, where ethical violations in financial markets occur 
quite often, rationale may be considered the most appropriate way of serving 
people’s interests. But rationale alone is not enough to undo recession; the 
drought has given rise to a sudden increase of interest regarding ethics in 
financial practices.

Ethics have just become a key concern in the financial world. The 
achievement of a moral duty beside the quest of wealth accumulation is 
strengthening the role of ethics in the global financial world.   

What is exactly ethical finance? 

Ethical finance is a difficult term to define. But, the majority of analysts 
consider it one of several forms of alternative finance. A very restrictive 
way to describe it would be as an “umbrella concept” for a philosophy of 
investing based on a combination of financial, social, environmental and 
sustainability criteria. Hence, the ethical finance movement includes ethical 
investment, impact investment, socially responsible investment, corporate 
social responsibility, and is also related to fair trade and social enterprise. The 
pioneers of ethical finance asserted that an economy based on ethical values 
would produce a moral economic system serving the needs of humankind. 

Not so long ago, ethical finance was formed in response to the growing 
demand in different geographies for ethically-oriented financial products. 
And in fact, financial institutions that wished to gain a larger market share 
saw that switching to more ethically-oriented practices being to their 
advantage.

The parallels between ethical finance and  
Islamic finance

Ethical finance, as presented thus far, points to several commonalities with 
Islamic finance. The system is inextricably interwoven with Islamic ethics 
and the ages-old imperatives of public good, morality, fairness, inclusion 
and equality. And ethics, as we all know are deeply embedded in the 
Muslim ethos, and will for sure resonate quite powerfully in the evolution 
of contemporary Muslim societies. 

Islamic finance is designed to promote the public interest (the concept do-
no-harm), positive and impact investing, and most of the Islamic financial 

institutions often describe themselves as being providers of ethical financial 
services, which undoubtedly mean Sharia-based services.

The ethics inherent in Islamic finance go beyond the enforcement of rules, 
rather they are indistinguishable from the Islamic system.

Islam requires Muslims to lead their lives according to the Sharia which is 
the Islamic legal code that Muslims worldwide are expected to follow to 
the extent possible given their circumstances. The Sharia, or divine guiding 
principles, is the Islamic law of human conduct which regulates all matters 
of the lives of Muslims.

It is true that the ethical trend is obvious in all Islamic tenets. The religion 
places the highest emphasis on ethical and moral values in all aspects of 
human life, and thus ethics govern all aspects of life including financial 
practices. 

In Islam, the rights and obligations of individuals and organizations with 
respect to others are clearly defined in the Quran. Despite the presence of 
many schools of thought in Islam, there is agreement on basic matters of 
principle. Responsibilities of members of society towards each other are 
well defined, do not change over time and are not affected by the various 
theoretical frameworks. 

The goals of Islamic finance are mainly based on the concepts of human 
wellbeing and promoting social equity as envisioned by the Islamic law. 
The system emphasizes community values and strives for a just, fair and 
balanced society where people of various beliefs live together in harmony 
and peace. Therefore, being ethical is required by all Muslims, not just 
expected, and ethics are obligatory duties to be maintained even in Islamic 
financial dealings. 

Yet, the guiding principle that is shared among ethical and Islamic finance is 
an appreciation that responsible financial services can be a force, and indeed 
are necessary for sustainable development.

Impact of ethical finance on global societies

It is important to examine the impact of the ethical financial model on 
global societies which previously had no exposure to such tools. Generally 
speaking, the ethical finance movement has provided two overarching 
benefits to individuals and economies.

First, on an individual level, socially-responsible persons same as devout 
Muslims now have a choice of investments and savings that was previously 

If not Islamic finance, what? By Mrs. Rosie Kmeid
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unavailable for them or very limited. Because many Muslims hold tightly 
to the Quran teachings, this situation left them with virtually no financial 
system in which to invest and very few options when it comes to dealing 
with a financial institution. The widely adopted conventional system 
disadvantaged millions of devout Muslims, in terms of financial and 
economic development, often adhering to their religion as a foundation of 
their way of life.

The International Monetary Fund reported once the lack of ethical finance 
has left Muslim nations without adequate project funding and has slowed 
the development of economies there. Consequently, a financial institution 
associated with responsible finance in any way (mainly on widely accepted 
principles and norms relating to business ethics) is an attractive alternative 
to the conventional method that exists in these nations. With an increasing 
number of people questioning the way in which their money is invested 
and seek assurances that their investments don’t conflict with their values, 
there is clearly a growing appetite amongst the public for an ethical financial 
choice. 

The second benefit of the spread of ethical finance is that nations in which 
ethical finance has thrived most effectively are those that already acquired 
some kind of social awareness. The system appeals largely to younger 
generations, such as millennials who realized the social and financial 
benefits of impact investing and who want to give back to society. So, this 
trend is likely to expand as these people gain more influence in the market.

It appears as though the ethical and Islamic financial systems seem to 
complement each other, rather than serve as detached systems. As in any 
sphere, there exists a spectrum of ‘ethical belief ’ spanning those who strictly 
follow the teachings of the Quran and those who behave ethically in the 
best interest of society. In nations where financial institutions offer ethical 
or Sharia-sensitive financial services, there are options for every individual, 

devout or not, Muslim or Catholic. This system provides a pathway to a 
broader range of responsible financial services that fit with the individual 
personal belief, and that could generate long-term competitive financial 
returns and positive societal impact, in which responsible finance practices 
play a powerful role in shaping the future of the global economy. 

Is Islamic finance more virtuous? 

The full potential of Islamic finance has not yet been explored, sometimes 
for questionable political reasons, although Islamic financial services 
are considered innovative, competitive and offer positive externalities in 
promoting sustainable development.

But, in an attempt to answer the question of whether Islamic finance is more 
virtuous and vigorous than ethical finance in terms of securing sustainable 
development, we can say that there is a close connection between the two 
systems and the so-called blended return or shared value where ethical 
standards are not compromised and economic objectives are achieved 
for creating a healthy global community and a socially sustainable growth. 
The ethical, multichannel and diversity dimensions of both systems as well 
as their links to the real economy were highlighted on multiple instances. 
In terms of diversity, both ethical and Islamic finance have suitable ways 
to foster innovation, address emerging economic challenges and bring 
stability to the global financial system.  

This article was first published in International Banker, Spring 
2016 Issue (published May 2016).

Author: Rosie Kmeid, Vice President – global corporate 
communications & Marketing at Path Solutions.
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1. That which is Read  2. Ayatul Kurshi (the verse of the Throne)
3. Surah Fathiha  4.  Surah Ikhlas 5. Surah Taubah 6. Surah Luqman
7. Surah Maryam 8. Surah A’laa – Ibrahim and Musa AS
9. Musa (AS) 10. Surah Ahzab 11. Iqra (“Read”) 12. Surah Alaq 
13. Laylatul Qadr (Night of Power) 14. Surah Qadr  15. 30
16. 114  17. 86 18.  28 19. Surah Baqarah 20. Surah Kawthar
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~ The Story of the gardens   ~
In the verses preceding the parable of this story, Allah  mentions the 
reward of those who believe and do righteous deeds. For them will be 
everlasting gardens – Paradise; an excellent place to dwell, rest and stay! 
Thereafter, Allah    sets forth the parable of a temporary Jannah; the 
garden of dunya. In contrast, only temporal in nature.

The idolators were too arrogant to sit with the poor and weak Muslims, 
showing off before them with their wealth and noble lineage. 

 Allah  sets forth a parable for them, of two men, one of whom Allah           
gave two gardens of grapes, surrounded with palm trees and cultivated 
with crops throughout. All of the trees and plants were abundantly fruitful, 
providing readily accessible, good quality produce. Allah   caused a river 
to gush forth in the midst of both of these gardens. (Ayat 32)

Allah  bestowed upon him of the best fruits. Grapes, the most precious, 
delicate and expensive of fruits growing abundantly in not one but two 
luxurious gardens. The delicate grape vines grew in the middle protected 
by strong date palms that towered as though setting a protective boundary 
around his gardens. He had other crops growing in them too. These two 
gardens would yield abundant crops in full measure. He was blessed with 
great quality as well as great quantity. Allah  also blessed him with rivers 
to gush forth in the midst of these gardens, without the owner having to 
be concerned about irrigation. Such were the bounties upon this man, 
but alas, instead of being humble and grateful to his Lord, he assumes 
great arrogance, attributing all these blessings to himself. Thus, he became 
boastful and arrogant.

Allah  describes the owner’s state pitifully, saying that this man harms 
himself and not anyone else. Ironically, these magnificent bounties imbued 
the owner with such prideful arrogance, that it led to his ruination.

The owner of the two gardens said to his companion in the course 
of discussion, boasting and showing off, “I am greater than you in 
wealth and have a mightier entourage” (Ayat 34)

Meaning, “I have more servants, attendants and children.” Thus he went into 
his garden in his disbelief, rebellion, arrogance and denial of the hereafter.

He said, “I do not think this will ever perish.” Thus he let himself be 
deceived because of the plants, fruits and trees that he saw and the 
rivers that flowed through these gardens. (Ayat 35)

 He thought that these amazing blessings would never come to an end or 
cease, nor ever be destroyed. This was because of his lack of understanding 
and weakness of faith in Allah  and because he was enamored with this 
world and its adornments and his disbelief in the Hereafter. 

He said, “I do not think the Hour ( Judgment Day) will ever come 
and if indeed I am brought back to my Lord, I surely shall find 
better than this when I return to Him.” (Ayat 36)

He attributed his blessings of this world as a result of being dear to  
Allah  . He took it for granted that Allah    would give him this, without 
any sound evidence.

treasure : Be on guard!

•	 The arrogant man was deluded, thinking that his wealth will remain 
forever. He assumes that his wealth will last forever.

•	 This led to his foolish belief and uncertainty in the Hereafter. 

•	 Based on his delusions he thought that even if there were to be a 
Hereafter, he will be blessed with much more. This was a clear result of 
his belief that Allah  had blessed him in this world with numerous 
bounties only on account of his goodness.

LESSONS : 

•	 Allah  gives dunya to the muslim and kaafir as well

•	 Allah  gives dunya to the righteous and the sinner as well

•	 This world is not a testing ground to prove Allah ’s love and 
pleasure!  

The Response of the Poor Believer (Ayat 37)

The poor companion remained quiet when he was abased by his pompous, 
wealthy companion up until the point where the Day of Judgment was 
denied. When Allah  and His Dheen was mocked, the poor believer 
responded strongly.

treasure: Remain humble even if you are right, except in matters 
of the Dheen

•	 The poor believer responded in vindication of his religion and not as a 
result of being belittled.

•	 His concern was solely limited to his Dheen. His first criticism focused 
on the denial of his Lord.

•	 Even in his criticism, he displayed mercy; he taught his companion the 
right etiquette.

•	 The benefit of accompanying righteous company is demonstrated 
whereby words of wisdom is expressed by the poor believer.
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The poor believer responded by warning and rebuking his companion for 
his disbelief in Allah   ‘s power and decree and allowing himself to be 
deceived. 

He said, “Do you disbelieve in Allah Who created you out of dust…?”. This 
is a denunciation, indicating the seriousness of his rejection of his Lord 
Who created and formed man out of dust- referring to Adam   The 
believer acknowledges the Oneness and Lordship of Allah  . 

He further said, “It was better for you to say when you entered your 
garden, ‘That which Allah wills. There is no power but with Allah! 
If you see me less than you in wealth and children.” (Ayat 39)

He urged his rich companion to praise Allah    for these blessings when 
he entered his garden and looked and liked them, instead of being prideful.

treasure : DUA 

If ever we feel a sense of pride, a sense of ‘ghuroor’- self delusion / self 
grandeur over possessing a blessing ~ Then say,  
 

On the other hand, If we feel a sense of jealousy over another’s blessing, 
then recite the following phrase in order  to quell that ill feeling. 

Followed by  

“The Messenger of Allah   said to me: ‘Be frequent in saying: 
Laa hawla wa laa quwwata illā billa”. For verily, it is a treasure 
from the treasures of Paradise”.  Tirmidhi

We are exhorted to recite the above dua whenever we feel delighted with 
something in our circumstances, wealth or children.

Benefit of this dua ~

The Messenger of Allah    said, “The supplication of a Muslim for his 
brother in his absence will certainly be answered. every time he 
makes a supplication for good for his brother, the angel appointed 
for this particular task says: `Ameen! May it be for you, too’.” 
[Muslim].

The poor companion further stated, “It may be that my Lord will give me 
something better than your garden” ( in the Hereafter ) “ and will send on 
your garden in this world which you think will never come to an end or 
cease to be” Husbaan from the sky, a punishment from heaven; a mighty 
rain which would disrupt his garden, uprooting its plants and trees. Then it 
will be a barren, slippery earth.” (Ayat 40)

The  evil   results  of  kufr  –  disbelief  ~  (Ayat 42)

What the believer terrified his rich companion with had materialised. A 
storm indeed struck his garden, the one he had misguidedly thought would 
last forever. The disbeliever clasped his hands together in regret and grief for 
the wealth he had lost.  He could only say, “Would that I had ascribed no 
partners to my Lord!” 

And he had no group of men, meaning no clan nor children, as he vainly 
boasted to help him against Allah   , nor could he defend himself.  
(Ayat 43)

treasure   :   Regret and remorse AFteR a calamity is of no use! 

Even Firawn regretted upon seeing the angel of death but Allah      criticised 
him for his regret, as it was too late.

‘Wilaayah’ – Protection of Allah (Ayat 44)

A Muslim and kaafir, both enjoy ease in dunya. For a believer, Allah  ’s  
‘wilaayah’ is truly witnessed only at times of punishment and distress. This 
is when the Mu’min is separated from the Kaafir.

The real winner is the person who achieves ultimate success 
for eternity in Jannah.

Allah  summarises the trial of wealth in another parable ~ This 
world is likened to the vegetation of earth (Ayat 45)

The temporary nature of this world has been compared to a phenomenon 
mankind is familiar with – greenery/vegetation of this world.  

Commonalities of this world and vegetation ~

•	 Both are temporary
•	 Luscious when alive
•	 Useless once dead/gone

Just like vegetation on earth turns luscious when it mixes with water, then 
over time withers away becoming stubble that the wind tosses around, 
so will life in this very ephemeral world; so will our bones and flesh thus 
disintegrate, becoming useless! 

Reflect : This was not a story the Jews and Qurayish inquired from the 
Prophet   . It was revealed as a direct address to the Qurayish who were 
arrogant deniers. 
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